We study the even spin W ∞ which is a universal W-algebra for orthosymplectic series of W-algebras. We use the results of Fateev and Lukyanov to embed the algebra into W 1+∞ . Choosing the generators to be quadratic in those of W 1+∞ , we find that the algebra has quadratic operator product expansions. Truncations of the universal algebra include principal Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions of BCD series of simple Lie algebras, orthogonal and symplectic cosets as well as orthosymplectic Y -algebras of Gaiotto and Rapčák. Based on explicit calculations we conjecture a complete list of co-dimension 1 truncations of the algebra. 1
Introduction
W-algebras and their incarnations as affine Yangians [1, 2] , degenerate double affine Hecke algebras [3] or cohomological Hall algebras [4] plan an important role in various areas of mathematical physics. They were originally introduced in the context of integrable hierarchies of partial differential equations and soon after in conformal field theory. Some more recent applications include four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theories [5, 6, 7] , M -theory [8, 9] or higher spin AdS 3 /CF T 2 dualities [10] .
One of the most exciting W-algebras is the universal two-parametric family of algebras called W 1+∞ which has one generating field of every integer spin. It interpolates between algebras of W N family which are among the most well studied examples of W-algebras. The very distinct property of W 1+∞ is that it has quantum triality symmetry [11] . The vacuum character of this algebra is given by MacMahon function which connects the representation theory of W 1+∞ to combinatorics of plane partition, plane tilings and dimer models.
A less studied example of universal interpolating algebra is the even spin W ∞ which is freely generated by fields of every even spin [12, 13, 14, 15] . Here we want to study this algebra in more detail. We first review and slightly extend the primary bootstrap approach to this algebra [14] . A different choice of independent structure constants with respect to [14] eliminates ambiguities arising from square root factors and spurious duality symmetries. Using three elementary minimal representations of the algebra we introduce a convenient triality covariant parametrization analogous to parametrization of W ∞ introduced in [16] . We also introduce another parametrization which is closer to parametrization of Gaiotto and Rapčák [7] featuring the Kapustin-Witten parameter. Next we identify our parameters with parameters of well-known truncations of the algebra, including orthogonal and symplectic quotients and principal Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions of BCD families of simple Lie algebras. We also compare even spin W ∞ with orthosymplectic Y -algebras introduced in [7] .
In the next section we use the results of Fateev and Lukyanov [17] to embed even spin W ∞ into W 1+∞ . Although in retrospect this is not very surprising, the possibility of doing this at the level of non-linear quantum algebras it is not at all obvious. Actually the principal Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions of all simple Lie algebras are subalgebras of truncations of W 1+∞ (except for F 4 where this is not known) so in this sense W 1+∞ can be thought of as interpolating algebra for all W-algebras associated to simple Lie algebras via Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction (except for F 4 ). One would like to start with Miura operator for GL(N ) W-algebras and fold it to obtain a Miura operator for BCD-type algebras [18] . Unfortunately it is not clear how to do this at quantum level. The trick used by Fateev and Lukyanov is instead to consider D n algebras which have additional Pfaffian generator of dimension n and study its operator product expansion with itself. From here we can identify the generators of even spin W ∞ as quadratic composites of the generators of W 1+∞ . We verify by explicit calculations using OPEdefs [19] that the resulting subalgebra quadratically closes (up to sum of spins 20) and we find a map between parameters of W 1+∞ and those of even spin W ∞ . The operator product expansions in the quadratic basis share many nice properties with W 1+∞ or even the matrix valued W 1+∞ [20] , but unlike in those cases it is not clear at the moment how to sum the derivative terms.
In the following section we list the known truncation curves and study co-dimension 1 truncations of vacuum representation up to level 12. The structure seems to be more complicated than in the case of W ∞ , but all truncations found agree nicely with a simple formula for truncation curves and also with Gaiotto-Rapčák Y -algebras. We conjecture a general formula for the level of the first singular vector in all of these truncations. In the last section we show on an example of so(2n + 1) k that the gluing procedure of [21] generalizes also to the orthosymplectic case.
Primary bootstrap
Let us review and slightly extend the results of [14] where the authors used the OPE bootstrap to construct even spin W ∞ in the primary basis 1 . We assume to have one generating field of each even spin with the following operator product expansions between the fields up to sum of spins 14 
The bootstrap procedure is mathematically formalized in [22] and recently reviewed in [23] .
Here we only listed the primary fields that appear in the OPE. We used the brackets to denote the primary projection of the normal ordered product (possibly with derivatives). Assuming this ansatz for operator product expansions, the Jacobi identities impose many relations between the structure constants. The equations up to sum of spins 12 are given in appendix A. Looking at these equations we observe the following: apart from the central charge c there is essentially one undetermined structure constant which we choose to be the scale-invariant ratio [14] proven in [15] is that this continues to hold in all higher OPEs, i.e. that there exists a two-parametric family of algebras parametrized by the central charge and parameter x.
Note that unlike in [14] where the independent structure constant was chosen to be
here we will work instead with x defined by (2.2). The advantage of working with this parameter is that we avoid the ambiguity of choosing a square root when solving for other structure constants. We will see that the group of duality symmetries of the algebra will have order 6 just like the triality in W ∞ . The 6 other spurious solutions found in [14] are not symmetries of the algebra because they don't preserve the invariant ratio (2.2) and thus not all of the structure constants of even spin W ∞ .
Minimal representations
In order to study the dualities of the algebra, we need to parametrize the algebra in terms of rank-like parameter. In [14] it was done by applying the method of [24] and comparing the conformal dimensions of the minimal representations of the algebra obtained by solving the Jacobi identities with the Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction applied to B, C and D series of simple Lie algebras. Minimal representations of even spin W ∞ are those representations whose character is (for generic values of parameters)
Following [14] , we assume OPE of minimal primary φ m with W-algebra generators to be of the form
where the notation is like in the previous section. The Jacobi identity (W 4 W 4 φ m ) fixes the OPE and imposes the following constraints on the conformal dimension and higher spin charges:
together with the following equation restricting h m :
Given h m and c, there are thus two possible values for the structure constant x of the algebra,
.
(2.10) so knowing c and h m still does not determine the algebra uniquely. Solving next the Jacobi identity (W 4 W 6 φ m ) determines the charge w m8 but more importantly also picks the solution (2.9) rather than (2.10). This means that the structure constant x of the algebra can be uniquely determined once we know the dimension of the minimal representation (and the central charge). Given c and x there are generically three solutions of the equation for the conformal dimension of the minimal representation. This means that there are three minimal representations of even spin W ∞ and as we will see they are all permuted by the triality symmetry of the algebra. This is slightly different than in the case of W ∞ where we have six minimal representations, but there we have to use the triality symmetry together with the charge conjugation symmetry to find all of these representations. This is all consistent with the fact that while the minimal representations of W ∞ are charged (i.e. transform under charge conjugation symmetry which changes sign of odd spin fields), the even spin W ∞ has no conjugation symmetry.
Parametrizations
Analogously to [16] we can introduce a redundant but triality covariant parametrization of the structure constants using three parameters permuted by the triality symmetry. Let us introduce three parameters (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ) such that the conformal dimensions of the minimal representations are
These parameters are not independent but satisfy
just like in W ∞ . The central charge in terms of these parameters is
We can also introduce a parameter ψ,
The parameter ψ is natural parameter from point of view of Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions -is the DS level shifted such that the critical level is at ψ = 0. It also agrees with the Kapustin-Witten parameter Ψ in Gaiotto-Rapčák construction [7] . Under triality transformations it transforms by fractional linear transformations permuting (0, 1, ∞). The other parameter η measures the overall scale of µ j (and is equal to one of µ j depending on the triality frame). The condition (2.12) is identically satisfied. The central charge takes a simple form
There is one more parametrization of the algebra used in [15] . The parameter λ used there is related to x by
which is a fractional linear transformation so at given generic c the correspondence between x and λ is one-to-one.
Orthogonal cosets
We may now identify the parameters of even spin W ∞ with parameters of orthogonal cosets expected to have even spin W ∞ symmetry. Using the formula for the central charge of affine Lie algebra
where k is the level of affine Lie algebraĝ and h ∨ is the dual Coxeter number, we can calculate the central charge of the coset so(n) k × so(n) 1 so(n) k+1 (2.18) and we find
(which is uniform for both B and D series of cosets). The conformal dimension of the minimal representation is [14, 12] 
for ( , ; •) and
for (•, ; ). Expressing x in terms of c and one of h j , we can find the dimensions of the other two minimal representations. The third minimal representation has conformal dimension
This is interesting because in even orthogonal case this is exactly the dimension of the additional Pfaffian generator that we might add to the truncation of even spin W ∞ . To identify the even spin W ∞ corresponding to these cosets, we can use the central charge together with one of the minimal dimensions in formula (2.9) and this determines the parameter x uniquely. It is also possible to verify explicitly that (2.9) is the correct branch (and not the one given by (2.10)) by direct evaluation of the k → ∞ limit of these orthogonal cosets. In that case the coset simplifies to
which is well-known to be realized by the singlet part of VOA of n free fermions with OPE
The central charge of this is c = n 2 while the invariant ratio of structure constants is This exactly agrees with the first branch (2.9). The expression for the parameter x in terms of n and k is thus
(2.26)
This completely determines the map from (n, k) parameters to (c, x). The parameters ψ and η are ψ = 2 − n − k, η = n − 1.
(2.27)
In fact, ψ is determined only up to a S 3 subgroup of Möbius transformations permuting (0, 1, ∞). The other five choices of ψ correspond to 5 other embeddings related by the triality symmetry. In terms of parameters (n, k), the following 6 values correspond to the same even spin W ∞ :
(2.28)
Symplectic quotients
We can use the duality between orthogonal and symplectic algebras to study the corresponding symplectic quotients. In general, the Grassmannian coset of the type
has a triality symmetry if we define three parameters k 1 = k, k 2 = l, k 3 = 4 − 2n − k − l just like the unitary cosets. The unitary cosets have also a 2 symmetry which changes signs of all k j parameters. In the case of orthogonal cosets this 2 symmetry instead maps the cosets to symplectic ones 2 , i.e.
This means that the symplectic analogue of the cosets (2.18) are cosets
The dimensions of the minimal representations are
The simplest level − 1 2 representation may be realized as singlet part of VOA of 2n free symplectic bosons with OPE
where ω jk is a non-degenerate symplectic form. The structure constants of this symplectic quotient algebra exactly agree with those of 2n free fermions (i.e. level 1 even orthonormal coset) if we change the sign of n everywhere.
Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions
Let us summarize the central charges and dimensions of minimal representations in principal Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction of B n , C n and D n type algebras following [25, 14] . The first main formula that we will use is the expression for the central charge
where ℓ is the rank of the Lie algebra, ρ is the Weyl vector and ρ ∨ the dual Weyl vector.
The parameters α ± are defined as
where k is the level of the affine Lie algebra entering the Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction and h ∨ is the dual Coxeter number. The second useful formula is the formula for the dimension of maximally degenerate representation parametrized by the pair of highest (co)weights
Odd orthogonal caseso(2n B + 1) Turning now to Lie algebra B n B , from (2.36) we find the central charge
and from (2.38) the minimal weights
(2.41) (corresponding to Λ − = ω ∨ 1 which here agrees with ω 1 ). These two weights are compatible with third minimal weight
Symplectic casesp(2n C ) For Lie algebra C n C we find the central charge
and dimensions of minimal representations
which is twice as long as ω 1 ). The third minimal weight compatible with these is
Even orthogonal caseso(2n D ) In the case of D n D the calculation is slightly simpler because the Lie algebra is simply laced. We find
and the minimal dimensions are
(for Λ − = ω 1 since now the weights and co-weights agree). The third minimal weight compatible with these is simply h D3 = n D (2.54) (just like in the case of orthogonal coset, this is compatible with assumption that the Pfaffian generating field transforms in the minimal representation of the algebra). Finally we define the shifted level ψ D to be
Note on Pfaffian generator Let us briefly discuss the Pfaffian generator of dimension n D . There is no corresponding field in even spin W ∞ , although we have just seen that one of the minimal primaries has exactly the correct conformal dimension. The reason for it is that it is unstable as we vary n. In this sense the W-algebra of type W D is not a truncation of even spin W ∞ , only its 2 projection which removes the Pfaffian generator is [15] . On the other hand, we will see in the next section when we discuss the Miura transformation that the Pfaffian generator can be naturally embedded into u(1) × W N truncation of W 1+∞ and actually this operator plays a crucial role in construction of the embedding of even spin W ∞ into W 1+∞ .
Gaiotto-Rapčák
In [7] the authors found an interesting realization of W-algebras in gauge theory setting. The theory they considered was four-dimensional twisted N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory with three semi-infinite co-dimension one defects meeting at co-dimension two subspace. The degrees of freedom living at this co-dimension 2 subspace were found to be organized by a certain truncation of W 1+∞ algebra determined by the ranks of the gauge groups in three subsectors of the full four-dimensional space cut out by the co-dimension 1 defects [7, 21] . This setup can be modified by introducing an orientifold plane. The unitary gauge groups are then projected to orthosymplectic groups and one expects the degrees of freedom at codimension 2 subspace to be reduced to even spin W ∞ . Here we verify that the central charge formula derived in [7] is compatible with the form of the central charge in even spin W ∞ and later that the orthosymplectic Y -algebras can be identified with the truncations of even spin W ∞ . As discussed in [7] there are actually four different ways how to introduce an orientifold plane in the theory leading to four different families of Y -algebras. They are shown in figure 2.5. Although we expect that the orthosymplectic algebras constructed in [7] should be truncations of even spin W ∞ , to identify the parameters one would need to know the central charge and one of the structure constants. Unfortunately only the central charge was calculated in [7] . On the other hand, the orthosymplectic Y -algebras transform nicely under triality transformations and the Kapustin-Witten parameter Ψ has exactly the properties of the parameter ψ introduced in (2.14) so one can try to identify these Ψ with ψ. Finding rational expressions for minimal dimensions and compatibility with various truncations and restrictions would already be a big hint of correctness of the proposed identification.
Starting with the first algebra of the figure 2.5, Y − , the central charge is given by (2.15) with 3
(2.57)
From this we can immediately find the three µ parameters of the algebra using (2.14) . The next algebra isỸ − . The central charge calculated in [7] is of the form (2.15) with
The third algebra, Y + has parameter η equal to
The last algebra of figure 2.5 isỸ + with η parameter equal tõ
In all four cases we get nice polynomial expressions for η which has the same structure as for cosets of Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions. Let's summarize some of the properties of these algebras have:
1. The parameters of even spin W ∞ don't change if we shift all three N j parameters at the same time by a constant. This is analogous to what happens in W ∞ and is a consequence of (2.12). This doesn't mean though that the Y N 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 algebras are the same: only their simple quotient is expected to be the same. In the case of W ∞ this is discussed in [21] and in particular in [26] in connection with free field representations.
2. The transformation ψ ↔ 1 − ψ in parametrization (2.14) exchanges µ 1 ↔ µ 3 and transforms η only by its action on ψ. The effect on orthosymplectic Y -algebras is
which is exactly the claim in [7] . Note that pictorially it exchanges the upper right and lower right gauge groups in figure 2.5 from where the action on ranks and type of Y -algebra is obvious.
3. To see the effect of the transformation ψ → 1 ψ on Y -algebras it's better to work directly with µ j parameters. We find
again in agreement with [7] .
The third operation of exchanging two gauge groups corresponds to
(2.63)
The fact that Y − and Y + exchange their roles is again manifest in figure 2.5.
5.
At the level of the parameters of the universal algebra, all four orthosymplectic Yalgebras are connected formally by half-integer shifts of rank parameters: apart from the shiftη
used already in [7] and its generalizatioñ
which also involves the transformation ψ → 1 − ψ we have also formallỹ
, N 3 which allows to map the parameters of any two orthosymplectic Y -algebras thought of in terms of the universal even spin algebra.
Miura transformation and quadratic basis
In this section we show how we can use the results of [17] to find a free field representation of even spin W ∞ and embed it in W 1+∞ . First of all, recall that given N free fields with currents satisfying OPE
we can construct Miura operator
and the currents U k (z) defined in this way represent algebra u(1)×W N [27, 28] and moreover the operator product expansions are quadratic in this basis [28, 16] . An important observation of [17] is that the fields appearing in the OPE of the generating field of the highest spin W N in u(1) × W N generate an even spin subalgebra. Following [25] , we can define fields V j (z) by
where we choose the normalization factors as
These are not so easy to calculate explicitly at larger values of N , because even if we are interested in fields V 2j with j small, we still need to know the OPE of U N with itself. Fortunately, we can use the result that the OPE can be written in the form [16] U
where U lm (z, w) are certain bi-local fields of the form (U l U m )(w) + derivatives and can be explicitly written in terms of fields U j (z)U k (w) with j + k ≤ l + m. More concretely they are equal to
and the matrix of constants D jk lm is the inverse of the matrix of structure constants C jk lm (considering (j, k) and (l, m) as bi-indices as explained in [16] ). The structure constants for OPE of U N with itself in our situation simplify to
for j + k even and to
for j + k odd. In both cases, these depend only on the sum j + k (except for an overall sign). Now the problem with extracting lower spin fields V 2j at larger values of N is solved, because we can use the expression (3.5) to directly extract V 2s fields, a calculation which involves knowledge of OPE of fields of spin ≤ 2s only. Let use write a formula that we can use to extract the generators of even spin W ∞ in terms of those of W 1+∞ . For that, we Taylor expand (3.3) at z = w obtaining an ordinary OPE. The coefficient of pole of order 2N − 2s is
On the other hand, the coefficient of the same pole in the expansion of the form (3.5) is equal
which is a convenient expression involving only OPE of fields with spins ≤ 2s. Equating these last two expressions, we can recurrently calculate expressions for V 2s fields in terms of U j fields. The first few fields are given in the next section. It is a non-trivial check of our calculations that the OPEs of V j fields close.
Map between parameters of even spin W ∞ and W 1+∞
Using the OPE of the Pfaffian field as described in the previous section we can extract first two V j fields:
The third field, V 6 , is given in the appendix. Since V 2 and V 4 generate even spin W ∞ subalgebra, we can identify the parameters of even spin W ∞ in terms of those of W 1+∞ (N and α 0 ). We first need to find the stress-energy tensor which is simply −V 2 and the primary combination of spin 4 fields and spin 6 fields to extract the central charge and the parameter x. The result is
Expressing N and α 2 0 in terms of parameters λ of W ∞ [16] ,
and λ 3 = N we can write even spin W ∞ parameters as
In terms of parameters µ we have
For reference, the map between parameters (N, α 0 ) and µ j is
We see that the embedding of even spin W ∞ in W 1+∞ breaks the triality symmetry of W 1+∞ to a 2 exchanging λ 1 ↔ λ 2 or µ 1 ↔ µ 2 . This is related to the fact that the Miura transformation depends on a choice of a preferred direction. So although both algebras have the triality symmetry, the triality in W 1+∞ does not restrict to triality in even spin W ∞ . The choice of even spin W ∞ subalgebra in W 1+∞ breaks the triality symmetry to 2 but when restricted to this subalgebra, the duality is enhanced to a triality of the subalgebra. This is analogous to enhancement of duality to triality in unitary Grassmannian cosets when one of the levels is one. We also see that there are at least six ways of embedding even spin W ∞ in W 1+∞ , each associated to different asymptotic direction (times two because of the complex conjugation in W ∞ ).
Operator product expansions in V j basis
As a result of our definition of V j fields they are quadratic composites of the U j fields. Since W 1+∞ is filtered with degree given by the number of U j fields in each term and since the operator product expansions preserve the degree, we can also expect the operator product expansions of V j field to satisfy quadratic operator product expansions.
To fix these, we can first calculate the OPE of V 2 with V 2s ,
where B n are the Benoulli numbers. The Jacobi identity (V 2 V 2 V 2j ) fixes all the derivative terms in V 2 V 2j OPE. The OPE of V 4 with itself is given in the appendix B. With this input (actually only the coefficient of the identity and of V 4 in V 4 V 4 OPE is necessary) the Jacobi identities determine all the other operator product expansions. The resulting OPEs have the following properties 1. the operator product expansions are purely quadratic, i.e. all the operators appearing in the singular part of the OPE are normal ordered products of (at most) two V j fields and their derivatives. This is analogous to the case of W 1+∞ [28, 16] .
2. All the structure constants are polynomial functions of N and α 0 . This is again analogous to [16, 20] .
3. Unlike in W 1+∞ , the derivatives do not seem to be simply summable into bi-local fields (this seems to be the case even after a simple linear redefinition of the fields). This is probably related to different form of the Miura operator which is 'folded'. As a consequence of this, the calculation of commutation relations between mode operators is more involved because one needs to consider terms with derivatives.
4. We verified these claims for OPE of fields V j and V k with j + k ≤ 20. At every step determination of OPE reduces to solution of linear equations for the coefficients of the quadratic composites in the OPE.
For later purposes, it is useful to determine at each even spin the primary field W 2j whose pole of order 4j with all dimension 2j fields not involving V 2j vanishes, i.e. field which is orthogonal to all lower dimension fields and their derivatives and composites. Actually we don't even need to require this to be primary, it is a consequence of being orthogonal to lower composites. The special property of this field is that it is the field whose twopoint function vanishes for truncations of the algebra. We can thus avoid searching for zeros of Kac determinant to find the truncations of the algebra. It is enough to identify these primaries and find zeros of their two point functions. We choose the normalization such that W 2j = V 2j + . . .. With this choice, the two-point function of these fields is
where ∼ means that we didn't write the denominator (because we are mainly interested in zeros of these two-point functions). One can actually find higher order two-point function by the following trick: we have In this way, we were able to find the zeros of Kac determinant up to level 12 which would otherwise require to knowing 24th order pole of W 12 with itself. The fact that the numerator of C 0 10,10 and C 0 12,12 obtained in this way factorizes into factors of the form of (3.21) is a nice check of consistency of this procedure.
Truncations
We will now collect all the results about truncations using various truncations discussed so far. All the truncation curves will have formally the same form as in W ∞ ,
with non-negative integers N 1 , N 2 and N 3 . Due to redundancy in parametrization (2.12) shifting all N j by a constant does not change the truncation curve, but we can use these triples of integers differing by a constant to describe different truncations of the algebra with the same truncation curve.
Truncations from Gaiotto-Rapčák algebras
The expressions for η for Y -algebras discussed in section 2.5 can be immediately translated into truncation curves, i.e. curves in µ-parameter space where the universal even spin W ∞ truncates to a smaller algebra. These curves have the form
These have a very simple form: if the gauge group associated to face µ j is Sp(2N ), the coefficient of µ −1 j is 2N , while if the gauge group is SO(N ), the coefficient is N − 1 (both for even and odd N ). Whenever the parameters (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ) of the even spin W ∞ satisfy one of these equations for non-negative integer values of (N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ), the algebra develops an ideal so can be truncated to a smaller subalgebra. Note that in general for a fixed truncation curve there might be various choices of this ideal corresponding to the fact that the map from triples (N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ) to truncation curves is not one-to-one (in particular an overall shift of all three ranks by a constant leads to the same truncation curve). In the case of W ∞ there was always a maximal ideal corresponding to a truncation where (at least) one of the integers N j was vanishing. One way to understand what is happening is to analyze the characters of Y -algebras and study the level at which the first singular vector appears.
Truncations from cosets and DS reductions
We can similarly translate the value of η for cosets and Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions to truncation curves. The orthogonal cosets (2.18) have simple truncation curves
while the symplectic ones 2n + 1
The Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions lead to curves
Unitary minimal models These of course don't exhaust all possible truncations that we may get by studying cosets and Drinfeľd-Sokolov reductions. For example cosets (2.18) can be studied at fixed non-negative integer value of k and generic n. The central charges of these models are c = 0 (k = 0, only the vacuum state), c = 1 (k = 1), c = 4n−1 2n+1 (k = 2), . . . . These are the unitary minimal models of the corresponding truncated algebras. For each k, the parameters of the associated even spin W ∞ lie on a curve
so we can think of this curve as cutting out the unitary minimal models in the parameter space. This is again very similar to the situation in W 1+∞ and in fact even the form of these curves is the same.
Non-unitary minimal models The class of all minimal models is larger than one with unitary minimal models. Consider following [17] the minimal models of W-algebra associated to D n via Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction parametrized by coprime integers (p ′ , p) such that the central charge is
Choosing p ′ = p + 1 and p = 2n − 2 + k we get for k = 0, 1, . . . the sequence of unitary minimal models discussed in the previous paragraph. For |p ′ − p| = 1 we still get minimal models but no longer unitary. The level of Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction can be chosen either
Choosing the first one, we can identify the parameters of even spin W ∞ as
These lie on truncation curve
Choosing p ′ − p = 1 we reduce to the truncation curve of minimal models discussed in the previous paragraph (although in another triality frame).
Truncations from explicit bootstrap
Let us summarize truncation curves that we see from the explicit calculation of operator product expansions. This is easier to see in the quadratic basis because we have a natural normalization of fields such that the OPEs have only polynomial coefficients in this basis.
Truncation to vacuum Just like the c = 0 truncation of Virasoro algebra where the vacuum representation is one-dimensional, in even spin W ∞ for
(and permutations of µ) the dimension two field V 2 is singular so the theory reduces to a single state. This happens for example in the zeroth unitary minimal model k = 0 where there is just the vacuum state and c = 0.
Truncation to W [2] (Virasoro) The Virasoro algebra generated by T = −V 2 is always a subalgebra of even spin W ∞ . If we are interested in quotient algebras and the corresponding ideals, the dimension 4 field is singular only if equation of the form
is satisfied. In this case the singular vector is at level 4. These truncations of even spin W ∞ admit free field representation in terms of only one free boson.
Truncation to W [2, 4] Working in primary basis, truncation to W-algebra with additional spin 4 field is a little bit irregular because our parameter x is not defined. The only condition coming from associativity of the algebra is Translated to truncation curves, we find three curves of the form
(which corresponds to first unitary minimal models) and we also have an orbit of six curves of the form (these are associated to W B 2 or W C 2 truncations)
All these algebras have level 6 singular vector. (these are the W B 3 or W C 3 truncations). There are also some spurious co-dimension two specializations of parameters where the algebra truncates (for example (c = − 22 5 , x = 31 28 ) or (c = − 68 7 , x = 0) but we are interested in co-dimension 1 specializations so we don't discuss these. To write a general conjecture for a level of a given truncation we need to distinguish three cases depending on the even/odd parity of the parameters N j in (4.1):
1. For the truncation curves of the form
the truncation has first singular vector at level
In Gaiotto-Rapčák picture this corresponds to one of algebras
In each of these cases we have gauge groups Sp(2N 1 ) or SO(2N 1 + 1) and Sp(2N 2 ) or SO(N 2 + 1). The third gauge group is formally SO(0).
Second type of truncation curves are those of the form
These truncations have their first singular vector at level
and the Gaiotto-Rapčák algebras are now
The associated gauge groups are SO(2N 1 +2), either Sp(2N 2 ) or SO(2N 2 + 1) and formally Sp(0).
The last type of truncation curves are those of the form
The Y -algebras are of the formỸ + N 1 ,N 2 ,0 and permutations and the gauge groups are either Sp(2N 1 ) or SO(2N 1 + 1) and either Sp(2N 2 ) or SO (2N 2 + 1) . The third gauge group is formally Sp(0). The level of such truncations is
The level of the truncation is now given uniformly as
where ρ(G) is an independent factor associated to each gauge group,
or in other words twice the (Dynkin) rank plus the lacity (1 for simply laced D n and 2 for doubly laced algebras B n and C n ). We explicitly verified these truncation curves only by studying the first appearance of the singular vector in the universal even spin algebra. In this way we can only detect the truncations where one of the N j parameters vanishes. This corresponds to simple quotients of the algebra. The class of Y -algebras introduced in [7] however includes also algebras which are not simple. These are still interesting for example when one considers the gluing [21] because in general a simple algebra can obtained by gluing of non-simple subalgebras. In the unitary case the free field representations of these non-simple quotients were found in [26] . Since in the unitary case which is better understood and also in all examples discussed here the level of the first singular vector follows a simple uniform factorized formula (4.31) where the individual gauge groups don't interact and which makes good sense even if all parameters parametrizing the truncation curve are non-zero, we conjecture that this correctly describes the truncation of Y -algebras in the non-simple situation as well.
Comparison of truncation curves of even spin W ∞ and W ∞ In general each truncation curve
in even spin W ∞ lies on a curve
in the parameter space of W ∞ . Due to factor of 2 in the denominator there are curves in the parameter space of W ∞ where the full algebra does not truncate but the even spin subalgebra can still truncate. Truncations to algebras W B n , W C n and W D n are examples of truncations which lie on truncation curves in W 1+∞ , actually they lie on curves corresponding to W n algebras (this is also true for exceptional algebras where the embeddings in W 1+∞ are known).
Gluing
In this last section we illustrate how the gluing procedure discussed in [21] applies to orthogonal affine Lie algebras. Let us first review the case of unitary affine Lie algebras. The gluing
Each of the factors on the right hand side is a truncation of W 1+∞ . Identifying parameters as in figure 2 we can calculate the λ-parameters of the corresponding W 1+∞ algebras sitting at the vertices [21] . We have
From the (p, q) charges of the five-branes we see that ǫ ′ 1 = ǫ 1 and ǫ ′ 2 = ǫ 1 + ǫ 2 so
which guarantees that the dimension of the fundamental gluing fields is
This is exactly what we need in order to find dimension 1 fields charged under Cartan u(1) currents coming from the vertices. These correspond in the language of affine Lie algebras to currents associated to positive and negative simple roots. The other generators associated to roots that are not simple corresponding to line operators stretched between vertices which are not neighbouring. Let's now consider the orthogonal Lie algebra so(2n + 1) k . We have a similar decomposition
The first coset on the right hand side has parameters compatible withỸ − 0,N,N with the truncation curve 2N
while the second term can be identified with Y − 0,N −1,N with truncation curve
The first part of the gluing diagram looks like figure 3. Let us verify that the gluing fields have compatible dimensions. The upper vertex has parameter
while the corresponding parameter of the lower vertex is
The relative orientation of the two vertices is just like in the unitary case so we still have (5.4 ). Now we can calculate the conformal dimension of gluing fields and find
which is exactly what we want in order to find dimension 1 currents. Note that they way the currents appear is slightly different than in the unitary situation. In the unitary case each vertex represented a truncation of W 1+∞ algebra which by definition carried an affine u(1) current. There are as many of these as is the rank of the algebra and all these currents give the Cartan subalgebra of u(N ) k . As already discussed the elementary gluing fields give rise to simple positive and negative roots. In the orthogonal case the truncations of even spin W ∞ algebras at vertices do not have any spin 1 fields so we don't find any Cartan fields in this way. On the other hand, we have an alternating sequence of Y − andỸ − algebras and associated to each neighbouring pair of these there is an elementary dimension 1 gluing field (which now do not appear in complex conjugate pairs because the minimal representations of even spin W ∞ are real). For example for rank 2 algebra the first Cartan generator can be chosen to correspond to line operator stretched fromỸ − 022 to Y − 012 and the second generator to line operator betweenỸ − 011 to Y − 001 .
Discussion
The understanding of the universal orthosymplectic W ∞ algebra is still much more limited than that of W 1+∞ . In particular 1. All the truncations that we found are associated to truncation curves of the form (4.1) and also each of these can be associated to a certain Y -algebra. We conjecture that this happens at level (4.31), but our calculations give no proof that this is what actually happens. From the from explicit coset and Drinfeľd-Sokolov reduction description of Y -algebras it should be possible to verify this.
2. The free field representations of truncations of W 1+∞ are reasonably well understood [26] . Since the even spin algebra is a subalgebra of W 1+∞ , we can find many free field representations of truncations of even spin algebra from the free field representations of W 1+∞ . But one should understand if there are any other representations and how are these related to truncations of the algebra, i.e. if we have a correspondence between free field representations and co-dimension 1 truncations like in the case of W 1+∞ [26] .
3. The combinatorial box counting interpretation of characters of even spin W ∞ is not known. One cannot simply restrict to subset of box configurations in W 1+∞ because the canonical Virasoro generators don't agree and the higher spin generators of W 1+∞ seem not to preserve the even spin subalgebra.
4.
No analogue of Tsymbaliuk presentation of W 1+∞ as affine Yangian is known. One could try to repeat the steps of [29] to find the ladder operators in Yangian but first the folding of GL(N ) Miura operator should be understood. It is very reminiscent to spin chains with boundary where the boundary reflection operator is ∂ or ∂ −1 . This surely deserves a deeper study. Once this is understood one can try to apply the techniques of quantum inverse scattering method or algebraic Bethe ansatz to construct Yangian operators for even spin W 1+∞ .
5.
Although the algebra admits a quadratic basis, the derivatives of fields don't seem to follow the same simple pattern as in the case of W 1+∞ . If one understands this, one might hope to be able to write a closed-form formulas for OPEs and commutators in even spin W ∞ just like those in [16, 20] .
6. In W 1+∞ and its matrix extension the fusion and its associated coproduct were extremely efficient tools for construction of free field representations or representations in terms of affine Lie algebras. Also the space of co-dimension 1 truncations can be seen as a cone generated by elementary Miura transformations [20, 30] . The unitary Miura operator immediately allows us to extract the coproduct. On the other hand, because of the folding of the Miura operator in the orthosymplectic case, it is not obvious if the orthosymplectic version of W ∞ admits this coproduct structure. 
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A Structure constants in primary basis
Here is the list of the structure constants in the primary basis for sum of spins up to 12: The field V 6 expressed in terms of U j fields is
1 U 1 ) OPE of field V 4 with itself is V 4 (z)V 4 (w) ∼ − n 2 12α 2 0 + 4α 2 0 n 2 − 14α 2 0 n − 1 2α 2 0 + 4α 2 0 n 2 − 6α 2 0 n − 1 × × 101α 2 0 + 34α 2 0 n 2 − 117α 2 0 n − n − 8 ½ (z − w) 8 + 4α 2 0 (n − 1)(2n − 5)(2n − 1) 12α 2 0 + 4α 2 0 n 2 − 14α 2 0 n − 1 
